I was standing by the bus lane at Boston's Logan Airport, a weary traveler waiting for the shuttle that was going to take me to my ultimate destination in northern Massachusetts. Van after van came and went, none of them the one that I wanted. As a bright blue vehicle pulled up to the curb, I quickly noted the designation "downtown hotels" emblazoned on its side. Before I could look away, the driver hopped out and caught my eye. "Going downtown?" he asked from under a worn Red Sox cap. "No," I replied, "I'm waiting for the shuttle to Lawrence." I expected the conversation to end there, but he rummaged in his pocket for a schedule and studied it. "You're in the right place," he reassured me with a smile. "There should be one along soon." "Thanks," I said.
Convinced that there were no passengers headed for downtown hotels, he climbed back into the van and departed for the next terminal.
I was left behind with a warm feeling about Boston and humanity in general. Why? Not much had really happened: someone in the "service industry" had taken a few moments of time to help a stranger who was waiting to provide business for a competitor. Perhaps the fact that the Chicago White Sox had just eliminated Boston from the American League playoffs increased my appreciation of his thoughtfulness. In any case, I'm sure that he went on his way without knowing that he had just positively affected someone's day or that I would be sitting here several months later writing this editorial.
Every time we interact with another person, we have an opportunity to have a positive effect on their life. We may not even realize at the time that we have done so. This is particularly true for physicians, both because of the sheer number of people we meet and the unique nature of our relationship to them. The ability that we have to relieve suffering and improve the quality of patients' lives with well-performed surgery is obvious. Less evident but even more numerous are the opportunities to put someone at ease and make them feel important by the sense of honesty, caring, and respect that we project in their presence. Medical professionals have the potential to benefit not only patients but also younger colleagues, for whom they may serve as role models or teachers.
Usually, our efforts simply succeed in getting a patient through a difficult moment or bringing a little sunshine into a bleak day. Occasionally, the planets will align to produce an unexpectedly powerful effect. On a pleasant spring day more than twenty years ago, I was watching a University of Chicago baseball game. I struck up a conversation with another spectator, a Chicago football player whom I had treated for an injury the previous fall. I don't remember the details of our chat, but I think he may have asked me my reasons for entering medicine. After graduation, this athlete matriculated at another medical school and then returned to Chicago for his orthopaedic residency. It wasn't until years later, at an alumni reception, that he happened to mention that our conversation had helped him formulate his decision to attend medical school and become an orthopaedic surgeon.
Without being aware of it, I had inadvertently inspired someone. Years later, he returned the favor by sharing his experience with me. Small ripples that we create can bounce off another person and return to wash over us in a refreshing wave. These occasional moments of positive feedback serve to remind us why we became physicians in the first place.
I urge our readers to remember the power that they have to improve the life of a fellow human every time they step into the examination room. In addition, I encourage you to recall those who may have helped or inspired you along the way, perhaps without even being aware of it. Take a moment to send them a note or tell them the next time you see them. Your thoughtfulness will return the magic touch that "makes the whole world kin."
